WHY BERTCH VANITY TOPS?

- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Stain and Mold Resistant
- ICPA Certified and Inspected
- Design Flexibility

LOTUS BOWL
Bowl Dimensions:
16”D
22”W
5-1/2”H

VESSEL BOWL
Bowl Dimensions:
16-1/8”D
16-1/8”W
6-1/8”H

SHALLOW BOWL
Bowl Dimensions:
12-1/4”D, 16”W, 6-5/8”H

RECTANGLE NON-RECESSED
Bowl Dimensions:
13”D, 17-3/8”W, 5-3/8”H

RECESSED
Bowl Dimensions inside Recess:
22” Top
11-3/8”D, 18-1/8”W, 7-1/8”H

OVAL NON-RECESSED
Bowl Dimensions:
13-1/2”D, 21”W, 7”H

OVAL RECESSED
Bowl Dimensions:
12”D, 20”W, 1-1/4”H

OAS0919
Bowl Dimensions:
12-7/8”D, 19-7/8”W, 6-1/4”H

WAVE BOWL
Bowl Dimensions:
12-3/4”D, 19-3/4”W, 6-1/4”H

CUSTOM BOWL OPTIONS

STANDARD BOWL OPTIONS

www.bertch.com

www.bertch.com
SHOWER PANS

- Multiple depth & height options available
- Includes pan, walls, silicone adhesive, and color match caulk
- Custom panels available in 3/8" or 3/4" thickness

SHOWER KITS AVAILABLE

- Multiple width, depth & height options available
- Includes pan, walls, silicone adhesive, and color match caulk
- Custom panels available in 3/8" or 3/4" thickness

BATHTUB SURROUND KITS AVAILABLE

- Multiple depth & height options available
- Includes walls, silicone adhesive, and color match caulk
- Custom panels available in 3/8" or 3/4" thickness

SHOWER & SURROUNDS

FAUX GRANITE

- AVAILABLE IN GLOSS ONLY

Concrete OS68
Twilight OS94
Pebble OL72

Cement OR1
Platinum OS67
Baltic OL89

Galena OL67
Galena OS67
Starlight OL93

Buttercreme OL65
Cappuccino OL55
Sand OL55

Seashell OL75
Jameson OL91
Biscotti OS60

Laite OL70
Vanilla Bean OR6
Biscotti OL80

Blizzard OS63
Blizzard OL63
Tiramisu OL62

MARBLE

- AVAILABLE IN GLOSS ONLY

Earth OS66
Bone/White O09
Bone O32

Cappuccino OL53
White/Natural O02

Earth OS68
Bone/White O09
Bone O32

Cappuccino OL55
White/White O01

Biscotti OS60
Gold Star OL95

Cappuccino OL55
White/White O01

Biscotti OS60
Gold Star OL95

Platinum/White O08

Heather O37

SHOWER KITS AVAILABLE

All Bertch products are engineered to accommodate standard and custom shower sizes. Vanity tops are nonporous, easy to clean surface that's perfect for bathroom cleanliness. Available in a wide variety of colors in both faux granite and solid colors, including a full line of matching integral bowl vanity tops. See all the Bertch products at www.bertch.com.

Notice: Vanity tops are poured and finished by hand. Color and distribution of particulate will vary slightly from samples shown. Printing may vary from actual color. Please see an Authorized Bertch Showroom for actual marble/granite color samples.